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“It's not a house it's a home. A man's home is his castle”

Darryl Kerrigan



Are we debating “Should the suburbs be ‘saved’”?
Indeed is there a really a choice (+1m in 10 years)?

In truth, managing metropolitan Sydney’s future 
dwelling supply is not a ‘binary’ choice of ‘suburbs v/s 
high rise’… 

Medium density living isn’t new … They are our first 
forms of housing and remain some of our most precious 
and indeed expensive suburbs (consider the Rocks, 
Miller Point, Darlinghurst, Potts Point, Surry Hills, etc 
etc.)



‘Mainstream media’ vs ‘Property Industry Spruikers’ vs ‘NIMBYs”.

What is needed is a broader discussion on long-term ‘city shaping’ 
rather than finger pointing about  the worst excesses of individual 
buildings …

(and they are awful sometimes)…



But back to the debate …. 

Continued westward expansion of Sydney is neither 
environmentally sustainable, socially responsible or economically 
rational … there is a place for it but its probably no more than 20% 
of the housing supply mix.

Planners must also look to:

Metropolitan Centres … CBD, Parramatta, Aerotropolis (super exciting)..

Strategic Centres ... Macquarie Park, Chatswood, St Leonards, Liverpool, Penrith etc.(a bit exciting)

Local Centres (a little exciting)… (and the missing middle)



Planners must consider whether we grow like we did post WWII (rapid westward sprawl) or 
whether we  consider a range of solutions (20% in SWSGC and NWSGC) and 80% in existing 
urban areas (govt policy since 1990s). 

This is fundamentally tied to the reality of whether we want to be a:
• 1 hour city (to access jobs, services, shopping, hospitals, schools) (status quo for many), 
• 2 hour city (grow westwards)
• 30 minute city?

Job distribution in Sydney is very uneven …
…. and not changing any time soon



When we move toward the “30-minute city” we start seeing the reverse. People, freed 
from the commute, start spending their time budget on other things. They see more 
friends and spend more time with family. They invest more time on education, leisure 
or keeping fit. They take the job that makes them feel more satisfied and stimulated. 
They become more productive. This city, the 30-Minute City, has more social cohesion, 
stronger social capital and a happier, healthier population.

(Committee for Sydney, The Geography of Time, May 2017)



Peter Newton, “Becoming More Urban: Attitudes to Medium Density Living Are 
Changing in Sydney and Melbourne” (26/10/17)

“The populations of Sydney and Melbourne are both expected to exceed 8.5 million by 2061…. Such sprawling cities result in 
economic (productivity), social (spatial disadvantage) and environmental weaknesses (including a very big ecological footprint)…

In September 2016, the Centre for Urban Transitions surveyed 2,000 Sydney and Melbourne households in established middle-
ring suburbs…

Asked “What type of dwelling would you want to live in?”, nearly 60% of residents in both cities favoured a detached house and 
yard. This is down from 90% in the early 1990s. So, in the space of one generation, attitudes have shifted significantly toward 
embracing higher-density living….

46% favoured  medium-density housing when located in established suburbs with good public transport, access to jobs, services. 
(same proportion as preferred a separate dwelling and garden in a car-dependent suburb)…

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/property/australian-cities-face-great-growth-challenge/news-story/a89da2e7a566bd2c6d03cde4ed377bc7
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877705817316685
http://www.swinburne.edu.au/research/urban-transitions/about/


“The 30 minute city has more social cohesion, stronger social capital, and a happier 
and healthier population (Committee for Sydney, The Geography of Time, May 2017)



GSC … Vision to 2036



Red circles, yellow smears, red dots, blue lines 
(exciting for planners)



Our suburbs are beige (who chose beige?)



The suburbs remain important ….  (yes really)
Detached housing is where 72% of Australia still lives …
The (former?) Great Australian Dream of a detached house and garden …

Boomburbs: Sydney's urban sprawl seen from above – in pictures
The Guardian 10/04/18



Significant advantages of suburban housing …

Privacy
Space
Land tenure
Gardens 
Parking



Disadvantages of suburban housing …

Sprawl
Traffic, 
Environmental impact, 
Social isolation, 
Unwalkable communities

Boomburbs: Sydney's urban sprawl seen from above – in pictures
The Guardian 10/04/18



Significant  population challenge for Sydney … not a choice
(100,000 annually, 30,000 dpa, 20,000 unrelated to migration)



Arguably, the suburbs haven’t been done well in some time



In 1917, the city was compact, walkable, transit oriented …



100 years of sprawl …. some of the world’s largest houses, 
… and some of the lowest densities.



Boomburbs: Sydney’s Urban Sprawl Seen from Above – In Pictures
The Guardian 10/04/18
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With 75 % of all housing in Sydney still detached housing, is it in need of ‘saving’?

I would suggest it’s disingenuous to suggest as much. 

The real debate is not about ‘saving our suburbs’. 

It’s a fake argument designed to oppose change and quite necessary increases in housing supply.

There is a real crisis is in the lack of housing diversity and a real lack of housing affordability.

The real debate should be where the change is to occur (not if) and how it is to be most appropriately
designed ….. 




	     
	    
	    
	       
	       
	       
	       
	       
	     
	     
	     
	     
	     
	     
	     
	     
	     
	     
	    
	    
	    
	    
	    

